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Name of the Activity : Value Education (Interactive session)

Topic : Responsibility

Venue : G.L.H

Date and Duration : January 23,2078 (40 minutes)

Participants : Class III (A-E)

Resource Person : Ms.Sneha Gautam, RDPS facully

File Accession : Students Workshop

Obiectives:

. To understand our'Rights and Responsibility'as a citizen of India.

. To respect the historic monuments of our country.

. To learn how to care for public property.

Descriotion:

"The price of greafness is responsibility''- Winsfon 5. Churchill

in order to equip the students to learn to be responsible and to inculcate an attitude of

responsibility, it is essential to give education to students for being responsible. The session

was initiated by testing student's previous knowledge about public and private property and

their distinct features. Thereafter the students were asked to observe a video on 'Public

Propertiesl'Preservation and Care'. A discussion was carried out on the importance of being

responsible, the manners they follow at different places like parks, monuments, around pond

or fountains in school, wildlife sanctuaries and national parks. They were asked to think about

the life when human beings will stop taking their responsibilities and its effect on future

generation. Towards end, learners were motivated to take care of public as well as private

property, In a nutshell, the session was able to sensitrze learners about their behaviour as a

res po n s ible citize n .
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